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were encountering so many people
who, without the vital treatment they
needed, were dying from opportunistic
infections like tuberculosis (TB) or
pneumonia as their immune systems
became weakened by HIV. We knew we
had to address the underlying disease
and come up with a simpler and more
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We provided care for over

216,700 patients
with HIV/AIDS in 2017.
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We provided care for over

333,900 patients
with HIV/AIDS in 2015.
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living in areas with low resources. For instance: in a single
visit, we allow patients to pick up three months’ worth of their
needed medications (and, in some cases, medications on behalf
of others in their communities). It’s a simple way to eliminate
the need for people to travel long distances for unnecessary
additional appointments. Our comprehensive model includes
proven programs that focus on prevention, education, HIV
testing, counseling, and distribution of life-saving ARVs.
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about how we can help end the HIV/AIDS epidemic together:
doctorswithoutborders.org
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